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MOSQUITOS’ SUCCESS AS NIGHT-FIGHTERS

Two enemy bombers which were destroyed in a small raid on .this country last

night were shot down into the English Channel by Mosquitos, which have become

Fighter Command.’ s latest and fastest night interceptors.

In each case the enemy was sent down in flames after trying to shake off its

pursuer. The first was caught in a turn and. hit in both engines. It spiralled
straight down into the sea.

The second took "violent evasive action", to quote the pilot who chased, it.
"I gave him four bursts of gunfire, however, and. saw hits each time. The fourth
time he blew up, and the pieces nearly hit us,

”

Last night’s success adds to the already considerable score of victories which
the Mosquito interceptor night-fighter has achieved during recent months. Its

victims have included some of Germany’s latest and fastest fighter-bombers, the

Me. 410, as well as. medium bombers, like the Dornier 217 and the Junkers 88.

It was the Mosquito which foiled the Luftwaffe’s attempt to reduce its night
bombing losses by using F,W, 190s in moonlight raids on London and South-east

England in April and May of this year. The German "pilots found that their speed,
which they hoped would defeat our defences, was matched by the Mosquitos. In three

nights a single Mosquito squadron shot down six of the raiders, four being destroyed
in one night.

During the raids on South-east England and the London area recently Mosquitos
accounted for a large proportion of the total number of raiders destroyed by fighters.

Here is an extract from the combat reports of pilots of the Mosquito night-
fighter squadrons:

A Squadron Leader: "The German saw us at the same time as we saw him and he took

violent evasive action, I closed to 150 yards and set his starboard engine on fire.
A second burst increased the fire and he went down in flames.”

A Wing Commander: "The enemy took no evasive action, apparently relying entirely
on its speed. I closed the range and gave a two-seconds burst. There was a vivid •
explosion and flaming pieces flew off. He went down vertically.”

A Flying Officer: ”I gave him a very short burst at 50 yards and he blew up in

flames and fell into the sea, still burning. A little later I had a crack at

another one. He appeared to blow up too.”

A Flying Officer: "The target was weaving slightly but I hud no difficulty in

closing in and opening fire. The aircraft immediately burst into flames and slowed

up and I obtained an excellent silhouette before it spiralled down into the sea and

burned furiously.”


